Many unit root and cointegration tests require an estimate of the spectral density function at frequency zero of some process+ Commonly used are kernel estimators based on weighted sums of autocovariances constructed using estimated residuals from an AR~1! regression+ However, it is known that with substantially correlated errors, the OLS estimate of the AR~1! parameter is severely biased+ In this paper, we first show that this least-squares bias induces a significant increase in the bias and mean-squared error~MSE! of kernel-based estimators+ We then consider a variant of the autoregressive spectral density estimator that does not share these shortcomings because it bypasses the use of the estimate from the AR~1! regression+ Simulations and local asymptotic analyses show its bias and MSE to be much smaller than those of a kernel-based estimator when there is strong negative serial correlation+ We also include a discussion about the appropriate choice of the truncation lag+
INTRODUCTION
The statistical analysis of models with nonstationary variables has received considerable attention in the last decade, as seen from the many theoretical results that have been developed and the numerous applications that have been reported+ It is by now common practice to report the outcome of some unit root test on each variable, perform tests for the presence of cointegration, and, using one of the many asymptotically optimal procedures, estimate the cointegrating vectors+ For a review, see Campbell and Perron~1991!, Stock~1994!, and Watson~1994!+ Consider for example the following simple relation between a scalar y t and an m-dimensional vector x t with all variables being I~1!:
Of special interest is to test the null hypothesis of no cointegration+ This is often done applying a unit root test to the estimated residuals, [v t ϭ y t Ϫ Z b ' x t , where Z b is the ordinary least squares~OLS! estimate of b+ Note that~1+1! contains the univariate unit root problem as a special case with b ϭ 0 and [v t ϭ y t + This model is quite general because substantial heterogeneity and autocorrelation are permitted in the errors $v t % and the first differences of the data, Dx t + Usually some kind of "mixing conditions" are imposed~see, e+g+, Phillips and Perron, 1988!, such that one can apply a functional central limit theorem to the partial sums of the errors+
The basis of many unit root tests is the following first-order autoregression:
with the least-squares estimate denoted [ a and [
+ It is by now well known that, under the null hypothesis of no cointegration~or the null hypothesis of a unit root when b ϭ 0!, the least-squares estimator, [ a, converges to 1 at the fast rate of T+ However, the limiting distributions of T~[ a Ϫ 1! and of its associated t-statistic depend on nuisance parameters arising from serial correlation in the errors $Dv t %+ A popular approach to remove this dependence of the asymptotic distribution on the nuisance parameters has been to apply some kind of transformation to the basic least-squares estimates+ For the univariate case, early examples of transformed unit root tests are those of Phillips 1987! and Phillips and Perron~1988!+ In the multivariate case, transformed statistics were proposed by Phillips and Ouliaris~1990!+ To apply these transformations, consistent estimates of s Here k~j, M T ! is some kernel that weighs the sample autocovariances and M T is a bandwidth that acts as a truncation lag parameter when k~j, M T ! ϭ 0 for 6 j 6 Ͼ M T + Although many variants of unit root and cointegration tests have been proposed, almost all use in some way such estimators to eliminate the effect of nuisance parameters on the asymptotic distribution+ It is important to note that the preceding estimators of s Dv 2 and s 2 both depend on the properties of [ a via the use of the estimated residuals [ u t + However, it has also been shown that the least-squares estimate of a is severely biased in samples of typical sizes~and remains so even in quite large samples! when there is sub-stantial correlation in the errors+ This feature has been extensively documented in Perron~1996! for the univariate case and is recently analyzed in Ng and Perroñ 1997a! for the multivariate case+ This can explain the substantial size distortions of the tests in the presence of important serial correlation+ Given these biases in the least-squares estimates, one would like to construct cointegration and unit root tests that are affected as little as possible by the dependence on [ a+ An obvious possibility is to use the residuals under the null hypothesis, i+e+, D [v t~o r Dy t in the univariate unit root problem!+ However, if both s Dv 2 and s 2 are estimated using the residuals under the null hypothesis, it was shown by Phillips and Ouliaris~1990! that the tests become inconsistent+ This result was more or less perceived as implying an impossibility to altogether avoid the use of the least-squares estimates [ a in constructing estimates of the nuisance parameters+
The theme of this paper is that, on the contrary, it is possible to construct estimates of the nuisance parameters that are consistent under the null hypothesis and ensure consistent tests while avoiding any dependence on [ a+ The idea is to use the residuals under the null hypothesis, D [v t , to construct s u 2 and to use a particular formulation of the autoregressive spectral density estimator to estimate the spectral density at frequency zero of Dv t + Such an estimator was first proposed by Stock~1990! and is defined by s AR 2 ϭ s ek 2 0~1 Ϫ Zb~1!! 
It is the aim of this paper to analyze the properties of such an autoregressive spectral density estimator+ Without much loss of generality we concentrate on the univariate case where b ϭ 0 with [v t ϭ y t , and the problem of interest is that of testing for a unit root+ The focus is on the properties of the estimator when there is substantial correlation in the error process+ We first show that such an estimator of the spectral density at frequency zero has much smaller biases and meansquared errors~MSE! compared to a kernel-based estimator of the form~1+2! that is constructed using the least-squares residuals+ These features are analyzed using both simulations and local asymptotic analyses where the errors are modeled as AR~1! or MA~1! processes with parameters approaching the boundaries Ϫ1 or ϩ1 as the sample size increases+ The qualitative results obtained extend immediately to the multivariate framework+
The plan of the paper is as follows+ Section 2 motivates the analysis in terms of the Z a test for the presence of a unit root+ Section 3 discusses the data-generating processes used for the simulations and presents the results+ Section 4 presents a framework to analyze the local asymptotic properties of the spectral density estimators+ Section 5 summarizes the implications of the different estimators of the spectral density at frequency zero for the unit root tests+ In particular, we discuss how the use of the autoregressive spectral density estimator allows unit root tests that show little size distortions even in the presence of substantial serial correlation in the errors+ Section 6 offers concluding comments+ A technical contribution of this paper is to derive the limit of the autoregressive spectral density estimator in several local asymptotic frameworks+ These proofs are contained in a mathematical appendix+
MOTIVATION
We motivate our analysis with the problem of testing for a unit root+ We consider a series $ y t % tϭ0 T generated by
with a ϭ 1 under the null hypothesis+ The errors $u t % are assumed to be a linear process of the form u t ϭ ( iϭ0 b i e tϪi with e t being independent and identically distributed, e t ϳ i+i+d+~0, s e
i ! ϭ 10A~z!+ We further assume that B~z! is nonzero on the unit circle, that A~1! 0, and that k 102 ( iϭ1 6a kϩi 6 r 0 for some increasing sequence k~note that the latter condition is automatically satisfied if u t is a stationary and invertible autoregressive moving average~ARMA! process!+ Also, y 0 ϭ 0, for simplicity+
We shall focus on the Z a test developed in Phillips~1987! and extended in Phillips and Perron~1988!+ The test is defined as
where [ a is the OLS estimate of the autoregressive parameter in~2+1!,
, and s 2 is a consistent estimator of s 2 + The analysis can easily be extended to the case where additional deterministic components are included in the regression~2+1!+ The form of Z a remains the same if y tϪ1 is replaced by its demeaned or detrended counterpart+ See Ng and Perroñ 1997b! for a discussion of issues pertaining to detrending and the estimation of the spectral density function+ A consistent estimator of s 2 often used is the nonparametric estimator, s WA 2 , defined in~1+2!+ Simulation results of Schwert~1989!, DeJong, Nankervis, Savin, and Whiteman~1992!, and Phillips and Perron~1988!, among others, have shown that Z a based upon s WA 2 suffers from severe size distortions, especially when there is substantial negative correlation in the residuals u t~s ee Haug, 1993, concerning cointegration tests!+ There is also evidence that the choice of the kernel and the methods to choose the truncation lag do not affect much the finite-sample properties of the test~see Kim and Schmidt, 1990!+ The bad size properties of the test can be explained by the fact that [ a is severely biased+ In Perron~1996!, it was shown that the finite-sample distribution of the normalized least-squares estimator, T~[ a Ϫ 1!, is very badly approximated by its limiting distribution when there is substantial serial correlation in the residuals and the adequacy of the asymptotic approximation deteriorates when additional deterministic components are included in the regression+ Indeed, the properties of 
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which is exactly the modified unit root test proposed by Stock~1990! and further analyzed by Perron and Ng~1996!+ It is called a modified Z a test because it can also be written as~see Ng and Perron, 1976b!
Because [ a converges to 1 at rate T, the correction factor is asymptotically negligible and Z a and MZ a are asymptotically equivalent+ However, when large negative serial correlation is present in the residuals and hence [ a is severely biased, the correction factor~T02!~[ a Ϫ1! 2 can be important even in quite large samples+ The representation~2+4! is interesting in several aspects+ First, it shows that using the residuals under the null hypothesis to construct a consistent estimate of s u 2 eliminates the dependence of the unit root test on [ a were it not for the fact that a+ This is achieved using a modified autoregressive spectral density estimator based on the first differences of the data+ Such an estimator, which we denote by s AR 2 , is defined in the present context as
where s ek
Zb j , with Zb j and $ [e tk % obtained from the following autoregression estimated by OLS:
Under the conditions stated on the errors $u t %, consistency of the parameter estimates in the preceding regression under the null hypothesis that y t has a unit root follows from the results of Berk~1974!, Said and Dickey~1984!, and Ng and Perron~1995! provided the truncation lag is such that k r`and k
3
0T r 0 as T r + Consistency of s AR 2 for s 2 follows+ The preceding autoregressive spectral density estimator differs from~2+3! in two ways+ First, it uses Dy t instead of [ u t , and second, the lagged level y tϪ1 is included as a regressor+ The introduction of the lagged level is of no importance under the null hypothesis of a unit root because where the initial condition is set to y 0 ϭ 0 and the errors $u t % are generated by either of the following:
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with u 0 ϭ e 0 ϭ 0 and e t ; i+i+d+~0, s e 2 !+ Note that, in this case, the true value of s 2 is s e 2~1 ϩ u! 2 and s e 2 0~1 Ϫ r! 2 for moving average and autoregressive models, respectively+ We present both simulation experiments and theoretical analyses based on these specifications+
In the simulations, we consider the case where the data are assumed to have an unknown mean+ Correspondingly, s WA 2 is constructed using residuals [ u t obtained from the regression~2+1! with a constant included+ Also, the regression used to construct the autoregressive spectral density estimator is
The aim of the simulation experiments is to quantify the bias and MSE of s WA 2 and s AR 2 for a range of values of u and r+ The emphasis of our discussion is on cases where there is substantial serial correlation in the errors+ The innovations $e t % are generated as i+i+d+ N~0,1! random variables using the GASDEV function in Press, Teukolsky, Vetterling, and Flannery~1992!+ In all cases, 2,000 replications are used+ Three sample sizes are considered, T ϭ 100, 200, and 500+
Results for s WA 2 with Estimated Residuals
We report results for the kernel-based estimator constructed as in~1+2! using the Parzen window+ This is a kernel that operates with a truncation point+ Although other kernels are possible, the choice of this kernel is with little loss of generality given that our focus is on processes for u t with roots close to the boundary of unity+ The Parzen kernel was found to produce estimates with relatively good finite-sample properties in Ng and Perron~1996!+ It is among the best windows that provide non-negative estimates by construction and for which the bandwidth acts as a truncation lag parameter+ We also tried other windows such as the quadratic spectral advocated by Andrews~1991!+ The results are qualitatively similar+ Several methods to choose the truncation lag were considered+ We analyzed the properties of the estimator using fixed truncation lags ranging from 1 to some maximal order M T~m ax! that increases with the sample size+ We set M T~m ax! ϭ 6, 10, and 14 for T ϭ 100, 200, and 500, respectively+ For data-dependent selection rules, our base case is the asymptotically optimal data-dependent method suggested by Andrews~1991! using an AR~1! approximation+ Another experiment that we tried was to calculate the optimal bandwidth using an ARMA~1,1! approximation with the true values of the parameters+ This led to estimates with even worse properties, especially in the negative MA~1! case+ The reason is that for such a process the optimal bandwidth is relatively large and for reasons explained subsequently, the properties of s WA 2 deteriorate as the bandwidth increases because the estimated residuals are not good approximations to the true residuals+ We also considered experiments using the prewhitening device suggested by Andrews and Monahan~1992!+ This produced significant improvements only for AR~1! errors with positive coefficients+ However, there were neither significant improvements nor marked deteriorations in cases with large negative AR~1! or MA~1! coefficients+ To conserve space, these results will not be reported~but are available on request!+ Readers will be reminded of the advantages of prewhitening where appropriate+
The results are presented in Tables 1 and 2 for the bias and MSE, respectively+ Consider first the base case with i+i+d+ errors+ For a given sample size the bias decreases, as expected, as the truncation lag increases+ For a fixed truncation lag, it also decreases rapidly as the sample size increases+ The MSE eventually increases with the truncation lag, but it is relatively small in all cases and decreases rapidly as T increases, especially using an automatic bandwidth selection procedure+ For models with positive moving average coefficients, the bias and MSE are large for small values of the truncation lag, but both decrease substantially as the truncation lag increases+ However, for a given truncation lag, the error decreases less rapidly as the sample size increases than in the i+i+d+ case+ Consider now the case with a large negative moving average coefficient+ Here the bias and MSE initially decrease as the truncation lag increases but start increasing at larger lags+ More importantly, for u ϭ Ϫ+8 the bias and MSE barely decrease as T increases even when an automatic bandwidth selection procedure is used+ The MSE is, in all cases, several orders of magnitude greater than in the i+i+d+ case+ Indeed, the bias and MSE at u ϭ Ϫ+8 are very large in relative terms because the true value is s 2 ϭ +04+ Although the bias and MSE diminish somewhat more quickly in cases of large negative autoregressive errors, the estimator still gives imprecise estimates of s 2 given that the true values are small when r is negative+ When the autoregressive coefficient is positive, both the bias and MSE decrease as the truncation lag increases but they are very large compared to other cases and again decrease only very slowly as T increases+
We also present, in the last column of Tables 1 and 2 , the minimal value of the bias and MSE for each case over all possible integer valued bandwidths+ While these figures correspond to the best case possible and cannot, in general, be attained in practice, they provide a useful benchmark for comparison with the bias and MSE of s AR 2 later+ 
a The column labeled Min gives the smallest value of the bias over all possible integer-valued bandwidths+ Sometimes, the bias obtained using the automatic bandwidth selection procedure with an AR~1! approximation is slightly smaller~column Auto!+ This can occur because the automatic procedure selects a bandwidth that is not necessarily integer-valued+ 
a The column labeled Min gives the smallest value of the MSE over all possible integer-valued bandwidths+ Sometimes, the bias obtained using the automatic bandwidth selection procedure with an AR~1! approximation is slightly smaller~column Auto!+ This can occur because the automatic procedure selects a bandwidth that is not necessarily integer valued+
Results for the Autoregressive Spectral Density Estimator, s AR
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This subsection discusses results pertaining to the behavior of s AR 2 constructed using the augmented autoregression~3+3!+ For the construction of the autoregressive spectral density estimator, s AR 2 , the only nuisance parameter to determine is the order of the autoregression k+ We first considered deterministic rules whereby k is a fixed value in the integer interval between 1 and kmax+ We used kmax ϭ 4, 8, and 14 for T ϭ 100, 200, and 500, respectively+ We also considered datadependent rules whereby k is chosen according to statistical criteria+ This includes~i! a general to specific recursive procedure using a 5 and a 10% t-test for the significance of the last lag~given the upper bound kmax! and~ii! rules based on the AIC and the Schwartz information criteria+ The t-test tends to select orders of truncation that are higher than information-based rules, with the order of truncation increasing with the significance level of the test+ Thus, of the data-dependent rules considered, the Schwartz criterion produces the tightest model and the 10% t-test is the most liberal+
The results for the bias and MSE are presented in Tables 3 and 4 , respectively+ A notable property of s AR 2 is that its bias and MSE decrease rapidly as the sample size increases+ However, for T ϭ 100 or smaller, the bias and variance of s AR 2 can be large, especially at an overly liberal value of k+ For small sample sizes, for example, at T ϭ 100, the results are sensitive to the choice of kmax+ For larger values of kmax, the estimates exhibit occasional outliers that increase the bias and MSE substantially+ This occurs because when k is large relative to the total sample the biases of the least-squares estimates Zb i are such that ( iϭ1 k Zb i is occasionally close to 1, causing a singularity in the denominator of s AR 2 + This problem is less severe when no constant is included in the autoregression but more so when a time trend is included+ When the sample size is larger, say T ϭ150 or greater, this sensitivity to the choice of kmax disappears+ Consider first the base case with i+i+d+ errors+ For low values of the truncation lag, the bias and MSE are small but increase substantially as the truncation lag increases+ With positive moving average errors, the bias eventually decreases and the MSE increases as the truncation lag increases for a fixed T+ However, the errors decrease noticeably as T increases+ While the variations in performance across selection procedures reduce as the sample size increases, the tight Schwartz criterion tends to produce the smallest MSE with positive moving average models+ It is of interest to note that both the bias and the MSE display a clear oscillating pattern as the truncation lag varies from odd to even values+ More precisely, bias and MSE are substantially smaller at even than at odd lags+ This can be seen from the fact that the autoregressive representation of a moving average model has coefficients~Ϫu! i at the ith lag+ An even k always ensures that the calculation of
Zb i is balanced, in the sense that the number of odd and even terms always match+ For negative moving average errors, several features are noteworthy+ First, the bias and MSE of s AR 2 both decrease as the truncation lag increases for a fixed T 572 PIERRE PERRON AND SERENA NG when u Յ Ϫ0+5+ Accordingly, a more liberal data-dependent method~e+g+, the recursive t-test! produces in this case smaller MSE than one that tends to select a tight structure~e+g+, Schwartz's criterion!+ Thus, while the MSE obtained using a recursive t-test is higher than that obtained using the Schwartz criterion when u is positive, the reverse is true when u is negative+ We now turn to cases of AR~1! errors+ It is useful to note at the outset that because the true autoregressive order of u t is one in all data-generating processes considered, any overparameterization of the autoregression will lead to increases in the MSE+ Accordingly, it is easy to understand why a tight selection procedure such as that based on the Schwartz criterion might produce estimates that have the lowest MSE+ This is indeed the case with 6r6 Ͻ 0+8, where we observed that bias and MSE increase as the truncation lag increases given a fixed T and they both decrease rapidly as T increases+ When r is close to one, the bias and MSE of the estimator are large but diminish as T increases+ When r is close to Ϫ1, bias and MSE increase somewhat as k increases with a given T but fall rapidly as T increases+
In view of the oscillating magnitude of the bias and MSE for the case of MA~1! errors with positive coefficient, the errors associated with data-dependent rules could be further reduced if the rules are specified to choose over a range of even-valued truncation lags+ Simulations to that effect are presented in the last four columns of Tables 3 and 4+ As can be seen, the bias and MSE are substantially reduced in the positive moving average case+ Indeed, with a search restricted to even lags, the MSE with k selected using recursive t-tests on the significance of the last lag is decreased in all cases, even with AR~1! errors+ For the data-dependent methods using the AIC and the Schwartz criteria, the MSE is reduced with MA~1! errors but slightly increased with AR~1! errors+ The latter can be explained by the fact that the true order~k ϭ 1! is outside the permissible range for k, being 2 to kmax+ In practical settings, one should expect a pure numerical advantage in using an even number of autoregressive lags in empirical work+
Comparison of s WA 2 and s AR
2
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THEORETICAL RESULTS
To analyze the behavior of the estimates from a theoretical perspective, we adopt the approach of Nabeya and Perron~1994!, treating the moving average or autoregressive coefficients as local to the relevant boundaries+ We consider a slight extension of the models specified by~3+1! and~3+2! with $ y t % generated by the following nearly integrated model:
The series has an autoregressive root local to unity with noncentrality parameter c+ Under the null hypothesis of a unit root, c ϭ 0+ The advantage of this 578 PIERRE PERRON AND SERENA NG generalization is that it allows deriving the local asymptotic power of unit root tests+ Our results are used to that effect in Perron and Ng~1996!+ There are three relevant cases+ The first is when the moving average coefficient is local to Ϫ1, in which case the process is described by
Throughout, $e t % is assumed to be i+i+d+~0, s e 2 !+ This specifies that the moving average coefficient approaches Ϫ1 at rate #T+ As T increases, the errors have a noninvertible moving average representation and $ y t % is white noise+ Hence, this model was labeled as a "nearly-integrated nearly white noise" process+ The second case is when the autoregressive coefficient is local to ϩ1, and the process is described by
This specifies that the autoregressive coefficient approaches ϩ1 at rate T+ As T increases, the errors have a unit root, and $ y t % has accordingly two unit roots+ Hence, this model was labeled as a "nearly twice integrated" process+ The third case is when the autoregressive coefficient is local to Ϫ1, and the process is described by
This specifies that the autoregressive coefficient approaches Ϫ1 at rate T+ As T increases, the errors have a negative unit root and y t ϭ y tϪ2 ϩ e t , a process with a unit root at period 2+ Hence, this model was labeled as a "nearly seasonally integrated" process+ All these specifications were found to be useful in providing good approximations to the finite-sample distribution of the least-squares estimator in an autoregression of order one+ Our aim in characterizing the limits of s WA 2 and s AR 2 in these local frameworks is similarly to obtain better approximations and additional insights about their behavior when there is substantial serial correlation in the errors+ We also summarize relevant results about the implied behavior of the unit root tests+
Local Asymptotic Properties of s WA
2
In this section, we consider the limit of s WA 2 for the case where M T acts as a truncation lag+ The results are stated in the following lemma+ LEMMA 4+1+ Let $ y t % be generated by~4+1! and let s WA 2 be constructed as iñ
This lemma is proved in Perron and Ng~1996! en route to explaining the properties of unit root tests that adopt a kernel estimate for s 2 + These asymptotic limits of s WA 2 are, however, interesting in their own right+ In all cases considered s WA 2 is not only an inconsistent estimator of s 2 but diverges as T increases~be-cause M T is required to increase as T increases!+ The rate of divergence is more severe in the autoregressive cases compared to the negative moving average case+ These theoretical results are in accord with the simulations reported earlier, namely, that biases and MSE are large and do not decrease much as the sample size increases when the autoregressive coefficient is close to 61 or the moving average coefficient is close to Ϫ1+
The results of the preceding lemma hold irrespective of the choice of the kernel and are the reason for our earlier claim that the choice of the Parzen kernel in the simulations is without loss of generality+ The choice of the kernel affects the O p~1 ! factors in the lemma but not the rate of divergence of the estimators+ The unimportance of the choice of the kernel in these situations is corroborated by the empirical findings of Kim and Schmidt~1990!+ Whereas the choice of the kernel is of secondary importance for the issue considered here, the value of the truncation point M T is of special importance because it dictates the rate of divergence of s WA 2 + 1
Local Asymptotic Properties of the Autoregressive Spectral Density Estimator, s AR
2
The regression used to construct the autoregressive spectral density estimator is evidently the same regression used to construct the unit root test of Said and Dickey~1984!+ However, the noise function of the three cases of interest each has, in the limit, a root on the unit circle+ Hence, we cannot appeal to results in Said and Dickey~1984! to derive the limit of s AR 2 in the local asymptotic frameworks+ To that effect, we provide, in the Appendix, detailed proofs of the results stated in this section+ Consider first the case pertaining to a large negative moving average coefficient+ Because s 2 ϭ s e 2~1 ϩ u T ! 2 , we have that the limiting value is 0 because u T r Ϫ1 as T r`+ The next theorem shows s AR 2 to be consistent in this case+ THEOREM 4+1+ Let $ y t % be generated by~4+1! and~4+2!+ Let s AR 2 be obtained by applying OLS to~2+7!+ Then s AR 2 r 0 provided k r`and k0T r 0 as T r`+ Because y t is a white noise process in the limit, Dy t is overdifferenced+ In spite of this, Theorem 4+1 shows that the augmented autoregression can still be used to construct a consistent estimate of s 2 + Because in the limit s 2 is 0, all that is required is that Zb~1! r`as T r`, a result that follows if k r`and k0T r 0 as T r`+ The consistency of s AR 2 in this case is to be contrasted with the limit of In the standard framework, Dy t is a stationary process when y t is integrated of order one+ For the data-generating process in question, y t has a seasonal unit root of period two, and hence Dy t remains nonstationary+ Heuristically, consistency of s AR 2 follows from the fact that all the variables in the augmented autoregression are I~1!+ Although the number of regressors increases with the sample size, we show in the Appendix that consistency of the parameter estimates continues to hold as in a regression with a fixed number of I~1! regressors+ The consistency of s AR 2 in this case is again to be contrasted with the limit of s WA 2 , which diverged+
IMPLICATIONS FOR UNIT ROOT TESTS
We now consider the implications of the local limits of s WA 2 and s AR 2 for unit root tests using the same local asymptotic frameworks+ The spectral density estimator is, of course, not the only quantity that affects the properties of unit root tests+ The sample moments of other quantities also matter+ The following two lemmas summarize the relevant asymptotic results derived in Perron and Ng~1996!+ LEMMA 5+2+ Let $ y t % be generated by~4+1! and let s WA 2 be constructed as iñ 1+2!+ a! Suppose that $u t % is generated by~4+2!, then~M T 
In all cases, the divergence of Z a and MZ a is to Ϫ`+ The implications for the unit root tests depend on the particular cases considered+ With negative serial correlation, Z a and MZ a diverge to Ϫ`at rate~M T T !+ If a statistic has a limiting distribution that diverges to Ϫ`and critical values from a bounded distribution are used in hypothesis testing, the consequence will be large size distortions+ This is essentially why size distortions are reported for Z a + Even though such results are widely reported for the negative moving average case, the problem is important in the negative autoregressive case also+ In such cases, the selection of M T in unit root tests entails considerations beyond the usual bias-variance trade-off of s WA 2 as analyzed in Andrews~1991!, because increasing the truncation lag can aggravate size distortions in the tests+ In the case of autoregressive errors with positive coefficients, Z a and MZ a remain bounded as T increases even though s WA 2 diverges+ Hence, smaller size distortions are expected+ These results are consistent with the simulations reported in the preceding section+
We now consider the limit behavior of the same unit root tests when s AR 2 is used as the spectral density estimator at frequency zero+ LEMMA 5+3+ Let $ y t % be generated by~4+1! and let s AR 2 be obtained by applying OLS to~2+7! as an estimator of
For the two cases of negative serial correlation~~a! and~c!!, the implications are first that Z a remains with large size distortions even if s AR 2 is used instead of s WA 2 + This is because the bias in the least-squares estimator still affects Z a directly via [ a and indirectly via the least-squares residuals~when constructing s u 2 !+ However, the statistic MZ a is now bounded in probability in the local asymptotic framework where the MA~1! or the AR~1! coefficient converges to Ϫ1 as T r`+
The foregoing analysis suggests that, if we construct MZ a using s AR 2 , we will essentially have a unit root test that does not have any dependence on [ a+ Whereas the limiting distributions are different from those obtained using the standard asymptotic framework, we also found the standard asymptotic distribution to be a reasonable approximation to the finite-sample distribution of MZ a + For this 582 PIERRE PERRON AND SERENA NG reason, use of the standard asymptotic critical values yielded unit root tests with good size properties for all the parameters considered in the simulations+ Details are contained in Perron and Ng~1996!+ The consequence is dramatic improvements in size properties over unit root tests that do have a dependence on [ a~e+g+, Z a ! in the problematic parameter space+ To give an idea of the magnitude of the size improvement, consider the MA~1! case with u ϭ Ϫ0+8 and T ϭ 100+ The size of MZ a using s AR 2 is +09, whereas the size of Z a using s WA 2 is +98, when the nominal size of the test is +05+ Such contrasts in size remain in larger samples+
The preceding lemmas also indicate that to have unit root tests with good properties, simply replacing s WA 2 by s AR 2 will not be sufficient; we need to remove total dependence of the test statistic on [ a+ As discussed in Perron and Ng~1996!, there exist several other tests that also do not have a dependence on [ a; for example, a modified Sargan-Bhargava test suggested by Stock~1990! or a modification of the Z t test developed in Phillips~1987!+ The autoregressive spectral density estimator discussed here can therefore be used in a rather broad range of applications+
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has considered estimating the nuisance parameter s 2 in the context of unit root or cointegration tests+ We have shown that a particular formulation of the autoregressive spectral density estimator can provide estimates far superior to the traditional kernel-based estimator constructed using least-squares residuals+ The gains are important in cases of strong negative correlation, and there are little losses in accuracy in the other cases+ When used in conjunction with tests that do not depend on [ a, it allows unit root or cointegration tests to have substantially improved size in the presence of strong serial correlation in the residuals+ Also, this marked reduction in size distortions does not come at the expense of a reduction in power+ The estimator is very easy to construct and requires basically only a standard autoregression estimated by OLS+ For these reasons, we believe that this estimator is of substantial interest for applications+ An issue that remains unsolved is an optimal method to select the order k of the autoregression+ The relative merits of data-dependent methods for selecting k are discussed in Ng and Perron~1995! in the context of testing for a unit root from an augmented regression such as~2+7!+ Whereas we advocated the use of a general to specific recursive procedure on the ground that it produces unit root tests with better finite-sample size and power, it does not follow that this procedure is better in the context of producing estimates s AR 2 that have the smallest MSE+ As seen from the results here, too large a kmax can induce excessive variability in the estimates when the sample size is small+ As well, a liberal selection rule is preferred with negative moving average errors, but a conservative rule is preferred with positive moving average errors, and with~finite order! autoregressive errors in general+ This being said, it is not clear that the MSE of the spectral density estimators is the appropriate criterion for selecting k, because our ultimate objective is to test for the presence of a unit root and not to obtain an estimate of s underlying data-generating process+ Hence, an important avenue for future research is to devise optimal data-dependent rules for s AR 2 that produce unit root tests with good size both when the root of the error process is away from the unit circle and when it is close to it+ These issues are discussed in Ng and Perroñ 1997b!+ Finally, it is important to note that the estimators considered here are clearly aimed at providing estimates of the nuisance parameters in the context of testing for unit roots or cointegration+ In this case, the class of possible estimators is constrained by the requirement that the estimates be bounded~or at least converge to zero at a rate slower than T ! under stationary alternatives+ This is needed to ensure consistency of the tests+ If one is interested solely in an estimate of~2p times! the spectral density function at frequency zero of some series, say Dy t , then better estimates are available+ Because one is no longer constrained to use the least-squares residuals to construct s WA 2 , the first-differences Dy t can be used+ Also, in the construction of the autoregressive spectral density estimator s AR 2 , one need not include the lagged level y tϪ1 in the autoregression~2+7!+ These alternative constructions not only ensure consistency of the estimators under stationary alternatives but also more efficient estimates when the level of the series contains a unit root+ NOTE 1+ Lee and Phillips~1994! suggested an ARMA prewhitened long-run variance estimator that has better properties than standard kernel estimators and can reduce size distortions in Z a + 2+ Theorem 4+3 and the results in Perron and Ng~1996! are actually not sufficient to show that MZ a ϭ Op~1!+ What is required is that Ts AR 2 ϭ Op~1!+ This holds if k r`, with k ϭ cT 102 for some constant c+ In Ng and Perron~1997b!, we showed that model selection procedures based on the AIC and a modified version of it, which works better in finite samples, imply a selected k that satisfies this requirement+ Methods based on the BIC do not, however, satisfy the requirement+ The following regression equation estimated by OLS is considered throughout this appendix: Zb i ! 2 r 0 with k0T r 0 and k rà s T r`+ It is useful first to note the following representation derived in Nabeya and Perron~1994! for $ y t % generated by~4+1! and~4+2!+ Define X t ϭ~1 ϩ c0T !X tϪ1 ϩ e t , a T ϭ
where the presence of the o p~T Ϫ102 ! term is due to the fact that we specify a ϭ 1 ϩ c0T instead of a ϭ exp~c0T ! as in Nabeya and Perron~1994!+ Some of the arguments that follow are similar to those in Chang~1989! and Chang and Dickey~1994!+ We define the following vectors of dimension~k ϩ 1!:
, and the following~k ϩ 1! by~k ϩ 1! matrices: Using Lemma A+2, it is straightforward to derive the convergence results stated in the following lemma+ LEMMA A+3+ Let $ y t % be generated by~4+1! and~4+2!+ Then for i, j ϭ 1, + + + , k,
The following bounds can also be derived using Lemma A+1+
LEMMA A+4+ Let $ y t % be generated according to~4+1! and~4+2!:~a! 6E @ y t y s #6 Յ C if s ϭ t or s ϭ t ϩ 1, and 6E @ y t y s #6 Յ CT Ϫ102 otherwise;~b! E @u t u s # ϭ 0 for
We now consider the limiting behavior of the moment matrix
To prove~a!, we show that each element of Z R T converges in distribution to the corresponding element of R+ Consider first the~1,1! element of Z R T + Using Lemma A+2, we have
For the remaining elements in the first row of Z R T , using~4+2! and parts~a! and~b! of Lemma A+3, we have
for i ϭ 2, + + + , k+ Consider now the elements of the lower right k ϫ k matrix of Z R T + We have, for i, j ϭ 1, + + + , k,
The last three terms converge to zero using parts~a! and~b! of Lemma A+3+ Thus, by Lemma A+3~c!, T Ϫ1 (tϭkϩ1 T Dy tϪi Dy tϪj n 2s e 2 if i ϭ j, Ϫs e 2 if 6i Ϫ j 6 ϭ1, and 0 otherwise+ This proves part~a!+ For part~b!, define the matrix Q ϭ Z R T Ϫ E R T + We show that each element, q ij~i , j ϭ 1, + + + , k ϩ1!, is such that TE~q ij 2 ! Յ C, for some constant C+ Consider first the~1,1! element+ We have
using~c! of Lemma A+1 and the fact that a T ϭ O~1! and Tb T 2 ϭ O~1!+ Consider next thẽ 1,2! element+ We have
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The second term after the inequality is o~1! using Lemma A+4~e!+ Consider the first term:
using Lemma A+1~c!, the fact that a T r 1, and standard arguments for i+i+d+ random variables+ For i ϭ 2, + + + , k, we have
using~c! and~e! of Lemma A+4+ Consider now the elements of the lower right submatrix of Q+ We have, using~A+3!, for i ϭ 1, + + + , k,
using Lemma A+4 and the fact that
AUTOREGRESSIVE SPECTRAL DENSITY ESTIMATOR
where the last inequalities follow using standard arguments and the fact that 6u T 6 Յ 1+ For the elements with 6i Ϫ j 6 ϭ 1, we have
and for 6i Ϫ j 6 Ͼ 1,
We consider now results pertaining to the vector Z V T stated in the following lemma+
We start by showing that each element of Z V T converges to the corresponding element of V+ Consider the first element+ From Lemma A+2:
For the remaining elements, we have, using Lemma A+3, 
, and a T r 1, and using Lemmas A+4 and A+1~c! and the fact that T
Ϫ102 (tϭkϩ1
T~e tϪ1
2 Ϫ s e 2 ! is bounded in probability+ For the second element, similar arguments show that
and part~b! follows+
Ⅲ
The next lemma concerns the inverse of the moment matrix 
is the reciprocal of the minimal eigenvalue of E R T + For part~b!, we follow developments similar to those in Said and Dickey's~1984! Theorem 4+1+ Let q ϭ 7
Upon rearrangement, we have
which proves Lemma A+7+
We are now in a position to prove the following result+ LEMMA A+8+ Suppose k r`and k
using Lemmas A+6 and A+7 and the fact that k
11
0T r 0+ The autoregressive representation of the data-generating process is 
